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sectors including offices, retail and manufacturing. It explainsthe facilities manager’s role in incorporating sustainabilityinto the
whole life-cycle of a building – from initialbriefing to final disposal. The book takes a structured approach: • masterplanning and
real estate (acquisitions anddisposals) • design • construction and commissioning • refurbishment, fit-out and project
management • maintenance • operation • occupant satisfaction. Sustainable Practice for the Facilities Manager fills a the
gapbetween the policy-level sustainability books and the detailedtechnical documents by focusing on the ‘what’ and‘how’ of
planning and implementing sound environmentalmanagement practices in the context of FM operations. It covers policy and
trends on global, European and UK levelsaffecting businesses; compliance requirements for organisations -including some sectorspecific areas; and best practice, with goodand bad case studies showing the business benefits of incorporatingsustainable
practice into day-to-day activities. The book is for: • facilities management professionals • public and private organisations owning
properties • property companies • institutional investors • building services or supplier organisations and will help you deliver an
improved operationally performingfacility. Sunil Shah – Technical Director and Head of Sustainability,Jacobs Sunil has over eight
years consultancy experience within the builtenvironment, reviewing lifecycle environmental and social impactsfrom facilities. He
has experience in a number of sectors,providing strategic consultancy support for clients includingGlaxoSmithKline, BP, BAA, HM
Prison Service, Pfizer and London FireBrigade. Sunil has most recently been involved in supporting theinclusion of facilities
management within the DTI’sSustainable Construction Strategy.
Shows that the management of a company's facilities, from boiler room to board room, can maximize productivity and profits. The
entire facility management area - planning, leadership, managing the design process, managing finances, leasing, operations,
maintenance and benchmarking - is covered.
Loaded with procedures, checklists, guidelines, samples, and templates, The Facilitator’s Fieldbook covers all the key areas of
successful team management, including establishing ground rules, planning meetings and agendas, brainstorming, resolving
conflict, making decisions, and helping groups optimize their time. The completely revised third edition of this longtime go-to
resource for novice and experienced facilitators provides new team-building exercises as well as updated information on virtual
meetings, mediation, strategic planning, and much more. You’ll also gain tips on maintaining the tone and flow of meetings, and
will learn to determine when to delegate projects to individuals rather than assembling a group. Collaborative projects have
become an increasingly prevalent feature of modern business strategies and workplace dynamics. But intentional, strategic
facilitation is essential to making sure these groups and teams are effective. The Facilitator’s Fieldbook provides readers the
comprehensive tools and knowledge they need to help their teams--and, ultimately, their organizations--succeed.
This 100 questions and answers CFM Certified Facility Manager Practice Exam will surely give you an idea and help you pass the
exam. This book is a must if you want to feel the actual exam. All of the questions here are situational, or scenario-based.
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Explanations were also provided for each answer. This is NOT the actual questions and answers of CFM exam. This is just an
example. In the actual exam, almost 150 out of 180 are like these. Buying and reading this book won't guarantee you'll pass the
exam. We still highly recommend you undergo training, so you'll better understand the competencies. This PRACTICE TEST is
only intended for those who feel scared to lose their hard-earned money due to exam failure. If you can pass this test in one try,
there's some chances you can pass the actual exam too although we cannot guarantee that. The author of this book is an
independent practice exam provider not associated/affiliated with the certification organization mentioned throughout this book.
The Certification names mentioned in this book is their trademarks. We only mention these certification names to describe the
relevant exam.
A practical guide to the principle services of facilities management, revised and updated The updated third edition of Facilities
Manager's Desk Reference is an invaluable resource covering all the principal facility management (FM) services. The author—a
noted facilities management expert—provides the information needed to ensure compliance to current laws, to deliver opportunities
to adopt new ways of using built environments, and to identify creative ways to reduce operational occupancy costs, while
maintaining appropriate and productive working environment standards. The third edition is fully updated and written in an
approachable and concise format. It is comprehensive in scope, the author covering both hard and soft facilities management
issues. Since the first edition was published it has become a first point of reference for busy facilities managers, saving them time
by providing access to the information needed to ensure the safe, effective and efficient running of any facilities function. This
important book: Has been fully updated, reviewing the essential data covering the principal FM services Is highly practical, ideal for
the busy FM practitioner Presents information on legal compliance issues, the development of strategic policies, tactical best
practices, and much more Is a time-saving resource that brings together essential, useful, and practical FM information in one
handy volume; Written for students and professional facilities managers, Facilities Manager's Desk Reference is designed as a
practical resource that offers FMs assistance in finding solutions to the myriad demands of the job.
The Complete Guide to Facility Management explains exactly what is required of a practicing facility manager in today's built
environment. Through personal stories and examples, Dan Lowry teaches the four FM knowledge domains of Operations &
Maintenance, Project Management, Business Finance, and Leadership to aspiring and practicing facility management
professionals of all backgrounds and education levels. This guide will enable you to understand not only what you need to learn,
but how to develop as an FM in a way that brings maximum value to your organization. Through learning how to prove this value
to senior management, Dan illustrates key things you can do in order to achieve maximum effectiveness in your FM career.
BIM for Facility ManagersJohn Wiley & Sons

Facilities management is a diverse field that demands a lot from its practitioners. Despite this, the fact that senior
management of organizations still sees facilities management as a cost center is upsetting. As a result of this
misconception, facilities management budget is often subjected to countless reviews, which usually ends in the budget
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being cut. The eventual lack of fund caused by these budget cuts has a significant effect on FM in delivering its
duties.Even with so little, so much is expected of the FM department. If FM doesn't show signs of being a good steward
with the funds entrusted in their care, winning next budget proposals becomes nearly impossible and such an event
would further reduce the performance rating of FM. With a low-performance rating, the already below-par image of FM in
the eyes of senior management will take further hits. And FM will continually struggle before it wins funds for the
execution of the facilities services workplan and facilities improvement initiatives.To help both new and seasoned FM
practitioners to be good financial stewards, this author has penned an experience-based book on how FM practitioners
can become pros at the game of financial numbersarticulate the value of facilities services and initiatives in financial
language that is understood by the senior management. This book not only teaches you how to prepare the different
types of FM budget and financial feasibility analysis, but it also walks you through the entire process of negotiating
budget and allocating funds to carefully crafted FM workplan.
From the moment it was first published, Facility Management became the ultimate reference for facility and design
professionals who want to create a productive workplace that corresponds to the short- and long-term goals of their
corporation. This Second Edition provides complete, fully up-to-date information and guidance on the evolving facility
management profession that will help facility professionals and their service providers meet and exceed these goals.
Essential reading for building owners, facilities managers, architects and surveyors, this book will also prove useful on
business management and facilities management courses, and for those studying architecture, surveying and real estate
management.
This book provides strategic practices for Leaders in the Facility, Real Estate & Property Management Profession.
Whether you manage facilities directly, use a service provider or have a landlord, these strategies help you deliver results
for your organization and support their core business. Managing Facilities and Real Estate has become increasingly
complex. Success requires a broad technical understanding of facilities combined with solid strategic, management and
leadership skills to deliver services for your organization and advance your career. This book includes tools to leverage
your existing knowledge and skills to improve efficiency, enhance services and reduce costs while demonstrating your
value to your organization. The 50 techniques and approaches are grouped in the following strategic areas: Management
& Leadership Outsourcing FM Functions Strategic Management Getting Performance Communicating to Influence
Customer Service FM Systems Cost and Productivity Procuring Services References & Resources
The Facilities Management book gives a complete and comprehensive guide to the different aspects of the Facility
Manager's role, from compliance with health and safety law through risk management to getting the most out of building
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and space. It enables managers to keep abreast of all kay facts required in the day-to-day running of a business and
offers a concise encyclopedia on all facilities management issues, combining best practice tips with proactive advice.
An Updated Guide to Establishing Cutting-Edge Operations and Maintenance Procedures for Today's Complex Facilities
An essential on-the-job resource, Facility Manager's Maintenance Handbook presents step-by-step coverage of the
planning, design, and execution of operations and maintenance procedures for structures, equipment, and systems in
any type of facility. This career-building reference provides the tools needed to streamline facility management
processes...reduce operational costs...and ensure the effective utilization, maintenance, repair, and renovation of existing
physical assets. Now with 40% new information, this Second Edition includes brand-new chapters on emergency
response procedures...maintenance operations benchmarking...capital and operational budgets management...boiler and
steam plant operations... and other vital topics. The only book of its kind to cover both operations and maintenance, the
updated Facility Manager's Maintenance Handbook features: Updated information on mechanical equipment and
systems maintenance The latest fire protection procedures A comprehensive account of building codes Guidance on
hazardous materials handling Excellent preparation for the IFMA Certified Facility Manager (CFM) qualification Inside
This State-of-the-Art Facility Management Resource • Part 1: Organizing for Maintenance Operations • Part 2: Facility
Operations and Maintenance • Operations Plans • Maintenance Plans • Part 3: Equipment and Systems Operations •
Maintenance o Part 4: Facilities Emergency Preparedness o Part 5: Capital Investment
As a facility manager, you're concerned with building quality into your operation but possibly unsure about how to go
about it in a systematic way. Perhaps it's because a Total Quality Management program seems too imposing and costly
for your department to undertake. Or maybe you're leery of certain aspects of such a concerted effort, like measuring
quality or marketing facility services, because they've never been adequately explained to you. Possessing considerable
backgrounds in facility management, Stormy Friday and Dave Cotts understand these uncertainties. In Quality Facility
Management, they have pooled their knowledge and experience to develop a comprehensive resource that demystifies
the quality movement and shows you how to apply the old-fashioned but enduring commonsense principles of quality
management often overshadowed by TQM. Flecked with humor and written as if the authors were simply talking to you,
this refreshing new book identifies the five major elements underpinning any effective quality facility management
program and takes you step by step through each one in a detailed yet accessible way. Gradually, you learn how to put
these elements all together and—by incorporating selected modern techniques—devise a program to meet your specific
situation. With the help of real-world examples, checklists, and other how-to aids, Quality Facility Management reveals:
Why customers must be the driving force behind your quality effort, how you can exceed customers' performance
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expectations, and how you can effectively recover from service mistakes How quality facility management has its roots in
TQM, what constitutes the major aspects of a TQM program, and how you can implement quality facility management
without a full-blown TQM program Which aspects of your operation need to be measured and evaluated, which
measuring tools should be used, and how to get your customers involved in the measurement process How to develop a
facility marketing plan that increases awareness of your services, improves your image as a provider, and acts as an
"insurance policy" in retaining the support of senior management in the face of organizational upheaval How to engineer
a program of continuous quality improvement by assuming a specific leadership role, empowering frontline staff,
instituting effective customer service training, and partnering with vendors The final chapter provides a bounty of practical
case histories of companies that are realizing quality facility management right now, including major organizations like
Celestica, Bell Atlantic, Hewlett-Packard, and Lockheed. Here, you'll find ample evidence of quality tools and strategies
at work—from interior preventive maintenance crews to staff productivity improvements, infrastructure planning teams to
customer satisfaction programs. Indeed, whether you're in the public or private sector, in a large or small facility, part of
an in-house organization or a contracted firm, Quality Facility Management enables you to plan, organize, staff, direct,
and evaluate for quality, so that you maximize your department's responsiveness to customers and your value to top
management. Quality facility management is the only way to do business. Here's the only way to do quality facility
management. Facility managers want to answer the call for quality but many feel they don't have the resources or
guidance to make it an essential feature of their operation. Total Quality Management programs require too much of them
and various aspects of the quality effort, whether it's quality measurement or facility marketing, seem hard to carry out or
even beside the point. Finally there's a sensible guide that enables you to build quality into your department simply by
applying basic, old-fashioned quality principles and selected modern techniques—Quality Facility Management With the
assistance of examples, checklists, and other handy tools, this invigorating resource reveals the five key aspects of
quality facility management and shows you how to bring them all together to develop a program that fits your particular
circumstances. Emphasizing why your customers are the driving force behind your quality efforts, Quality Facility
Management helps you: Surpass customers' performance expectations and recover effectively from even the most
damaging mistakes Provide quality facility management without implementing a formal TQM program Accurately
measure critical aspects of your operation and act effectively on that feedback Devise a facility marketing plan that
enhances your department's image with customers and top management Put a program of continuous quality
improvement into effect through leadership, staff training and empowerment, vendor collaborations, and other proven
means Packed with case studies of facility managers who are building quality into their operation, Friday and Cotts's
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Quality Facility Management illustrates how your quest for quality can dramatically upgrade customer and senior
management satisfaction—without draining department resources.
IFMA CFM Exam Reviewer: 80 Situational Q&A + 20 Similar To Actual Exam The 80 questions and answers you will find here is
the continuation of the first 100 scenario-based we publish on our book titled, Certified Facility Manager Practice Exam. This
practice exam book also contains 20 questions similar to the actual exam. Important: We can't guarantee that during your exam
you'll see one or all these 20, and also, we can't assure you that these 20 will give you additional points once you encounter the
same or similar question because there are 20 unscored pretest items included in the actual exam. We only gave these 20 similar
questions to actual exam to give you an idea of what the actual questions look like and to boost your confidence in taking the CFM
exam. All the questions here are situational. Explanations or justification is included along with the correct answer. Buying and
reading this book won't guarantee you'll pass the exam. We still highly recommend you undergo training, so you'll better
understand the competencies. About the Author The author of this book is an independent practice exam provider, not associated
or affiliated with the certification or organization mentioned throughout this book. The Certification names mentioned in this book is
their trademarks. We only mention them to describe the relevant exam. Certified PRO aims to give you the realistic taste of exam.
Although we cannot guarantee that when you pass our practice exam, you'll also pass the actual exam, we can almost be sure
that if you get 50% and below in our practice exam, your chances of passing the actual exam is very low.
Work and workplaces are endlessly changing and evolving in response to demographic, political, economic, technological and
social trends and pressures. Work on the Move 3 has been written at a time when a radical rethinking of the workplace has proved
essential due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The chapter on the hybrid workplace explores the trend toward more flexible workplaces
that can blend the benefits of offices for collaborative work. The chapters on health and wellness, sustainability and design
envision future workplaces that are kinder to human beings and our planet. The diversity, equity and inclusion chapter examines
the issues of bias and fairness within the profession, as well as the potential that facility management can provide to those who are
economically disadvantaged. The technology, real estate and facility services chapters provide insight into the practical business
aspects of workplaces in the post-pandemic future. Finally, the chapter on workforce and workplace trends provides a global
perspective on how all of these issues have evolved in the past and are likely to proceed into the future.As the world recovers from
the Covid-19 pandemic, the book helps to envision how the world can create, operate and manage inspiring, collaborative and
effective the workplaces needed in the post-pandemic future.
This up-to-date compilation of topics on the maturity and changesoccurring within facility management worldwide offers insights
intothe growth and development of FM and its impact on today's businessorganisations. International Facility Management
presents acomprehensive and diverse collection of topics that providescurrent, cutting edge research in the evolving field of FM.
Theeditors here offer a holistic approach to both the study and thepractice of facility management, incorporating the perspective
ofscholars and practitioners from across the globe. Topics covered deal with the changes occurring in the fieldtoday and include
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key research areas for both academics andpractitioners. The focus is on actual practice of FM organizations– rather than on what
FM should be - and the authors examinethe latest techniques, models and case studies to provide a uniqueexploration of the new
global world of facility management. Chapters here cover the changing spectrum of topics includingsustainability and energy
conservation, and workplace transitionsfor greater collaboration. The international scope and emphasis onmaturity and
professionalism of the field further sets this bookapart from its competitors.
Facilities Management sets out a new framework for the discipline of facilities management which challenges many of the norms
and which sets out new methods for optimising the performance of a business. Successful facilities managers need a range of
skills and need to be able to devise a range of innovative strategies for the future of the organisations in which they work. This new
book follows on directly from Keith Alexander's ground-breaking textbook Facilities Management and focuses on four new themes
which have been identified as keys to the new strategy: organisational change and learning, innovation, performance and the
knowledge workplace.
Introduction to Facility Management is a comprehensive introduction to the dynamic and diverse field of facility management (FM).
It answers questions such as: What is facility management? What does a facility management professional do? How can we
classify facility management products and services? How do you set up a facility management organisation? How do you manage
service processes using a master dashboard? Reflecting on current events, the book defines new and exciting roles for facility
management professionals. This first international edition of the bestselling Dutch Basisboek Facility Management describes
global trends and developments and international FM-standards and practices. With contributions of thought leaders, such as
Diane Levine, Jens Schlüter, Michiel Bakker, Elizabeth Nelson, Nicolas White and Susanne Balslev Nielson, Introduction to
Facility Management is the first international book on facility management, which is supplemented and commented on by facility
management teachers and practitioners; intriguingly and enthusiastically describes the full scope of the FM-profession; provides a
theoretical framework and insight into FM-practice.
Ultimate Study Guide for Certified Facility Manager (CFM) Exam is the very first handbook available to purchase online for those
who are aiming to become a Certified Facility Manager. It is my passion to help and share my knowledge and expertise with my
fellow professional across industries and get the certification they want, which will help them build a better career opportunity in the
future. This book is intended to help busy professionals to pass the CFM exam. Author: Marvin Arinuelo, CFM, ProFM, PMP,
CCM, CFPS BSc Mechanical Eng., MSc Project Mgt. (UK) RME, ASQ CQE, ASQ CMQ/OE, LEED Green Associate, IRCA PCQI,
NFPA CFPS PMI PMP, PMI CAPM, CMAA CCM Almost 15 years of Project & FM experience across the industries. Alumni Mapua University, Manila, Philippines (Bsc Mechanical Engineering) Alumni - University of Roehampton, London, UK (MSc Project
Management) ASQ Certified Manager of Quality/ Organizational Excellence (CMQ/OE) ASQ Certified Quality Engineer (ASQ
CQE) Certified ISO Lead Auditor Trainer (BSCIC) CMCI Certified Construction Manager (CCM) Conducted many training/coaching
sessions in Qatar IFMA Certified Facility Manager (CFM) Level 7 Diploma in Facility Management (UK) Managing Partner - LEAD
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Development Traning Center Managing Partner- Al Khamri Property & Facility Management MBA & Master in Management &
Team Management - Universidad Isabel I NFPA Certified Fire Protection Specialist (CFPS) PMI Certified Associate in Project
Management (CAPM) PMI Project Management Professional (PMP) ProFMI Certified Instructor, ProFM Credential USGC LEED
Green Associate 20+ Certifications/Credentials in USA and UK
Facilities now owned by the Federal Government are valued at over $300 billion. It also spends over $25 billion per year for
acquisition, renovation, and upkeep. Despite the size of these sums, there is a growing litany of problems with federal facilities that
continues to put a drain on the federal budget and compromise the effectiveness of federal services. To examine ways to address
these problems, the sponsoring agencies of the Federal Facilities Council (FFC) asked the National Research Council (NRC) to
develop guidelines for making improved decisions about investment in and renewal, maintenance, and replacement of federal
facilities. This report provides the result of that assessment. It presents a review of both public and private practices used to
support such decision making and identifies appropriate objectives, practices, and performance measures. The report presents a
series of recommendations designed to assist federal agencies and departments improve management of and investment decision
making for their facilities.

The U.S. government is faced with growing challenges to managing its facilities and infrastructure. A number of factors
such as shrinking budgets, an aging workforce, and increasing costs demand new approaches to federal facilities
management. The Federal Facilities Council of the NRC has sponsored a number of studies looking at ways to meet
these challenges. This fourth study focuses on the people and skills that will needed to manage federal facilities in the
next decade and beyond. The book presents a discussion of the current context of facilities management; an analysis of
the forces affecting federal facilities asset management; an assessment of core competencies for federal facilities
management; a comprehensive strategy for workforce development; and recommendations for implementing that
strategy.
This book adopts a multidimensional approach to explain current practices and trends in facility management. Presenting
both research and practical insights from around the globe and providing definitions, examples and case studies, it allows
readers to gain an understanding of corporate real estate, as well as asset, property, and facility management in the
context of digital transformation, sustainability practice and process optimisation. The authors also discuss the latest
trends in workplace management, the use of emerging technologies to optimise provision of facility services, and change
management to implement new processes and reporting. A good mix of theory and practice, including a diverse set of
examples, provide a constructive learning experience to the reader.
Ultimate Study Guide for Certified Facility Manager (CFM) Exam is the very first handbook available to purchase online
for those who are aiming to become a Certified Facility Manager. It is my passion to help and share my knowledge and
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expertise with my fellow professional across industries and get the certification they want, which will help them build a
better career opportunity in the future. This book is intended to help busy professionals to pass the CFM exam. Author:
Marvin Arinuelo, CFM, ProFM, PMP, CCM, CFPS BSc Mechanical Eng., MSc Project Mgt. (UK) RME, ASQ CQE, ASQ
CMQ/OE, LEED Green Associate, IRCA PCQI, NFPA CFPS PMI PMP, PMI CAPM, CMAA CCM 14+ years of Project &
FM experience across the industries. Managing Partner- Al Khamri Property & Facility Management Currently working as
Chairman, Strategic Planning Committee - Property & Facility Management Masters Degree Graduate in Project
Management (MSc PM) - University of Roehampton, London, UK MBA & Master in Management & Team Management Universidad Isabel I Level 7 Diploma in Facility Management (UK) Partner - LEAD Development Training Center Qatar
Conducted many training/coaching sessions in Qatar CMCI Certified Construction Manager (CCM) 20+ Certifications in
various American and British Institutions Certified ISO Lead Auditor Trainer (BSCIC) IFMA Certified Facility Manager
(CFM) Trained almost 1,000 students in State of Qatar
This study is based on a major research project which looks at user requirements and changing patterns in the
workplace. It provides in one volume, essential information on building intelligence.
Museum facility management is a vital part of running a museum, but can involve special challenges that even
knowledgeable facility managers have not encountered before. Museum administrators who need to learn more about
facility management and facility managers who are stepping into the museum environment for the first time will find this
book is a wealth of information. The Care and Keeping of Cultural Facilities: A Best Practice Guidebook for Museum
Facility Management fills provides best practices guidance that can be used to increase efficiency, save money, and
improve the guest experience.
In the course of their work, the facilities manager will face arange of complex and often challenging tasks, sometimes
concernedwith a single business premises, often across an entire propertyportfolio. To help with those tasks, the
Facilities Manager'sDesk Reference provides the facilities manager with aninvaluable source of highly relevant, practical
information on theall the principal facilities management services, as well asinformation on legal compliance issues, the
development ofstrategic policies and tactical best practice information. With a clear practitioner perspective the book
covers both hardand soft facilities management issues and is presented in an easyto read, concise format. The Facilities
Manager's DeskReference will be a first point of reference for all busyfacilities managers and will save them time by
providing access tothe information needed to ensure the safe, effective and efficientrunning of any facilities function. It
will also serve as a usefuloverview for students studying for their professional and academicqualifications in facilities
management.
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This book teaches Facilities Management (FM) practitioners the steps that can help them take decisive steps towards
creating clarity and direction in FM. There is something in this book for both seasoned and new FM practitioners as both
face the same problem - their function is viewed as non-strategic, a support role, and a cost centre. As a result of that,
many FM practitioners are out of synch with the core business activities of their different organizations and are not
fulfilled in their roles. To help them out of their misery, the author shares professional pieces of timely advice to help FM
practitioners to not just practice FM the right way, but to also be knowledgeable enough to position their functions as a
strategic one. The book bridges the gap between what is desired in FM and what the reader already knows in a
deliberate attempt at offering solutions that cut across the industry. "What is Facilities Management All About?" tackles
the challenges facing FM in a ground-up approach. First, the book seeks to get readers to be aligned with FM identity
and proceeds to outline ways in which practitioners can make FM a value centre instead of a cost centre or a profit
centre. At the end of the book, readers will be more informed about the identity of FM, the mission of FM, and the core
responsibilities of FM. With this knowledge, they can be in a better position to relate their function to top executives in
their organization so as to elevate it to a strategic one. Hence, the book is a must-read for both new and seasoned FM
practitioners.
Based on best practices and proven research, The Facility Management Handbook has long been the go-to resource for
professionals in the field. Extensively updated for the realities of today’s workplace, the third edition provides readers
with the tools and guidance they need to wipe out inefficiency and create a productive facility that integrates people,
place, and process. Covering a broad range of topics from space planning and maintenance to benchmarking and
outsourcing, readers will gain practical insight into how they can: • design, construct and maintain facilities using
sustainable practices • provide a safe, attractive work environment that supports productivity • ensure that facility plans
match organizational needs • plan and control capital expenditures • address critical security and emergency
preparedness issues Complete with case studies and indispensable information on sustainability and post-9/11 security
concerns, this is still the ultimate resource for facility managers.
Publisher Fact Sheet The first primer to teach facility managers financial skills that will help them sell their department to
senior management, win funds for crucial projects, & to become fully integrated into an organization.
This book provides comprehensive coverage of issues that facility managers in the property industry need to understand
and apply in the pursuit of value for money over the life span of built facilities. The authors introduce the fast-growing
discipline of facility management, examine the core competencies that facility managers should possess and study
different contemporary drivers of change. The book emphasises the need to consider facilities management issues at the
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pre-design stage of the construction process, rather than only when the building is completed, in order to maximise value
for money.
"Diane Stegmeier's landmark findings on workplace behavior in the corporate setting will prove vital in determining
workplace strategy over the next ten years." —Prentice Knight, CEO of CoreNet Global "The author takes a truly
comprehensive approach to understanding the business barriers to the successful implementation of physical space
design. The Critical Influence methodology identifies areas of resistance to change and addresses them, enabling the
architectural and design firm to do what they do best—create the appropriate workplace solution." —from the Foreword by
Greg Bendis "One of the most difficult aspects of facility management is the inability to link environmental improvements
with measurable productivity results. Stegmeier’s observations in this area are based on hard facts and real research,
not just abstract theories. Her work is an essential tool for any professional looking to justify facility improvements that
can actually support and advance the mission of the organization." —Heidi Schwartz, Editor-in-Chief of Today's Facility
Manager Magazine This definitive book on innovations in interior office design offers vital lessons on preventing
workplace strategy failure for architects, interior designers, facility managers, and business leaders. It fully explains the
author's research on the fifteen Critical Influences on behavior in the workplace, and introduces a practical approach to
integrate an organization’s cultural, operational, and environmental elements fostering the desired behaviors to support
the company’s business goals when designing an office. The book includes case studies of good design in
contemporary interior offices illustrating collaborative workplaces that work.
A practical look at extending the value of BuildingInformation Modeling (BIM) into facility management—from theworld's
largest international association for professional facilitymanagers Building owners and facility managers are discovering
thatBuilding Information Modeling (BIM) models of buildings are deepreservoirs of information that can provide valuable
spatial andmechanical details on every aspect of a property. When usedappropriately, this data can improve performance
and save time,effort, and money in running and maintaining the building duringits life cycle. It can also provide
information for futuremodifications. For instance, a BIM could reveal everything from themanufacturer of a light fixture to
its energy usage to maintenanceinstructions. BIM for Facility Managers explains how BIM can be linkedto facility
management (FM) systems to achieve very significantlife-cycle advantages. It presents guidelines for using BIM in
FMthat have been developed by public and private owners such as theGSA. There is an extensive discussion of the legal
and contractualissues involved in BIM/FM integration. It describes how COBie canbe used to name, capture, and
communicate FM-related data todownstream systems. There is also extensive discussion ofcommercial software tools
that can be used to facilitate thisintegration. This book features six in-depth case studies that illustrate howBIM has been
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successfully integrated with facility management inreal-life projects at: Texas A&M Health Science Center USC School of
Cinematic Arts MathWork's new campus Xavier University State of Wisconsin Facilities University of Chicago Library
renovation BIM for Facility Managers is an indispensable resourcefor facility managers, building owners, and developers
alike.
A comprehensive look at the impact of technology on facilitymanagers Facility managers are tasked with operating and
maintaining thebuilt environment. Technology plays a big role in this function,and often facility managers are asked to
install, implement, andwork with a variety of technologies without any prior experience ininformation technology.
Technology for Facility Managers presents thecutting-edge technology that facility managers will come across intheir
careers. Each chapter covers a different technology andincludes an overview and basic primer about the
technology—thecurrent use of the technology, how it's evolving, and how it willimpact the practice of facility management
in the future—andis complemented with case studies that address how the technologywas implemented and the effect it
had on the organization.Technologies covered include: Building information modeling (BIM) Building automation systems
(BAS) FM automation (CAFM/IWMS) Condition assessment/life cycle analysis Radio frequency identification (RFID)
Geographic information systems (GIS) Social networking Sustainability and energy analysis Information and
communications technology (ICT) Workflow technology that supports standards such as BusinessProcess Modeling
Notation (BPMN) and those developed by theWorkflow Management Coalition (WfMC) Technology for Facility Managers
is appropriate as atextbook for IFMA Accredited Degree Programs and as a resource forprofessionals studying for
certification through IFMA.
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